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Abstract. Virtual organizations and enterprises are prominent examples for
collaborative networks (CN). Trends like Web 2.0 and Social Media refine the
technological base of CN, namely through enterprise social networks (ESN). To
strengthen knowledge management and through it the innovation capabilities of
CN, further research on supporting knowledge exchange and social learning
within ESN is needed. Approaches like serious gaming or digital social learning
already tackle this problem. However, there is still a significant lack in integrated
approaches, concepts or tools for ESN and digital social learning. In order to
address this issue, within the work presented in this paper a design research
approach has been chosen to consider the lack of methodological clearness of the
iteration process. Thus, the paper will firstly introduce a framework for the iter‐
ation process of design research and secondly show first insights on how to inte‐
grate ESN and digital social learning.

Keywords: Digital social learning · Enterprise social network · Collaborative
network · Design research

1 Introduction

An important driver for collaborative networks (CN) is the digitalization, based amongst
others on the rise of computer networks. The forms of CN that can be distinguished are
virtual organizations, virtual enterprises or collaborative laboratories [1]. CN in that
respect are to be defined as an “alliance constituted by a variety of entities (e.g. organ‐
izations and people)” [2]. These entities are spread out over a multitude of domains. In
general, they are independent, geographically distributed and vary in their culture and
their goals [1, 2]. Further, CN enable a better objective attainment for all stakeholders.
One key factor for establishing successful CN is the handling of knowledge, especially
its exchange and management [3]. Web 2.0, social media and networks enable a novel
technical basis for CN termed enterprise social networks (ESN). Amongst others,
important functions of ESN are knowledge sharing, learning as well as training by means
of exercises and document sharing [4, 5]. Knowledge management and social learning
as an integrated element of human resource development in ESN have already been
developed and are field tested in small scale settings [6]. In order to strengthen knowl‐
edge management in CN, more research addressing barriers as well as motivation for
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knowledge exchange within ESN, considering social as well as personal needs and
demands, is required. However, some serious game approaches almost address learning
and explicit knowledge exchange within virtual groups and teams. While in the private
sector some social networks do already have social games implemented, on enterprise
and CN level this is a new ground, especially serious game implementation. Up to now,
both worlds – digital social learning (DSL) by means of serious gaming and ESN are
side by side when it comes to the lack of integrated considerations or designs combining
them. This paper presents research in process with the aim of bridging the gap between
DSL and ESN with the special consideration of employee’s needs and requirements.

This is not only a thematically, but also a methodological challenge. As there already
are approaches for serious gaming and ESN, the chosen design research approach does
not start on green fields. So far, an artefact, in our case the serious game Yeepa, has been
implemented and elaborated in various fields. The problem is a lack of methodological
clarity of the design research process in such cases – starting with elaboration of an
artefact to develop requirements for a new one. To sum up, the paper will contribute by
developing a methodological design research procedure, focusing on the iteration
process. Therefore, a framework to classify evaluation results will be presented. The
method will be used exemplarily to develop problem descriptions and detailed require‐
ments for linking DSL and ESN.

2 Methodology

The methodology chosen is use case driven and conducted within the design research
approach (especially for Information Systems – IS). Design Science Research (DSR)
can be described as a constructive research paradigm [7] focusing on the design and
evaluation of artefacts. These artefacts are designed to solve human problems [8]. To
do so, Peffers developed four main steps (see [9]), firstly, the problem has to be described
and analyzed, secondly the objective has to be set, thirdly, the artefact needs to be
designed and developed and fourthly, the impact of the artefact will be evaluated. While
some authors differ as to the granularity of the research process [7, 10], they agree in
principle to the iterative character of the methodology. Research conducted within
design science does often focus on problem descriptions, designing and implementing
artefacts, while the evaluation process is often performed poorly [11]. Thus, common
models of design research cycle easily link the evaluation results to the problem descrip‐
tion (e.g. [12–15]). This approach implies an easy way to match problems, requirements,
design objects and impacts of the artefact, but research works with one or more iterations
are very rare. The problem is that design research is an explorative approach, where
even solved problems may cause novel ones. In order to strengthen the evaluation and
iteration of the design research approach, the presented paper will focus methodologi‐
cally on the evaluation and the transition to an enhanced problem description for an
improved design. Figure 1 illustrates the adapted approach of the paper.
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Fig. 1. Design research process

In order to do so, five cases of the iteration process can be described (see also Table 1).

I. Artefact does fulfill the given requirements. (most cases, e.g. [15])
II. Artefact does not fulfill effectively its role, elaboration results show that artefact

does not have intended use.
Problem and requirements are the same. The design of the artefact has to be
improved.

III. The artefact causes unintended consequences.
The original problem is solved, but novel problems raise up because of the artefact.
This leads to extended problem descriptions and requirements.

IV. Elaboration results show goal attainment, but for some reasons the conditions are
changing, which lead to an ineffective artefact.
Novel conditions (e.g. technologies or legal boundaries) lead to rethinking and
adjust the problems and requirements.

V. Elaboration results show goal attainment and artefact may be suitable for other
contexts.
Successful solutions need to be transferred and re-innovated in new context. Devel‐
opment of novel problem description and requirements based on evaluation and
cross-cases analysis [16] is needed.

The following work focusses on case V, where a successful solution needs to be
evaluated and analyzed in order to transfer it into other contexts. However, Pries-Heje
et al. [11] developed a framework to classify the evaluation. According to this classifi‐
cation, the presented use case is ex post and naturalistic, which means that an artefact
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is existing and tested in real environments. Further, the presented example concentrates
on the process which is supported by the artefact [11].

3 Related Work

ESN or Enterprise 2.0 denotes the usage and adaption of Web 2.0 paradigms and espe‐
cially Social Media techniques [17–19]. These are used to support the transformation
towards virtual organisations or social business, which is defined as the “application of
social computing to enterprise challenges” [20]. ESN supports the CN to accomplish
their aims by supporting work-related goals and communication [21, 22]. One of the
many functions is the support of knowledge exchange and learning [4]. While a lot of
existing work concentrates on traditional Web 2.0 technologies (such as blogs and tags)
to realise ESN functions [23–25], examples of explicit knowledge exchange is rarely
considered. In addition to ESN, one concept for implementing explicit knowledge trans‐
mission and training is serious gaming.

The concept of serious gaming is the conjunction of game mechanics and design
with a learning approach [26]. It combines playful elements with serious content, skill
improvement through repetition and excitement [27]. Due to the fact that the repetition
of content is embedded in a playful and challenging experience, learning is performed
automatically while the focus of the user is on the enjoyment and challenge. There is a
large variety of possibilities for serious game design. Well-known examples are the
flight simulator, learning software or applications for mental fitness. Typically adopted
game mechanics are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Serious game mechanism [28]

Table 1. Design research iteration framework

Impact on problem and
requirements

Impact on design

I None None
II None Adjust
III Extension Extension
IV Adjust Re-new
V New Re-new
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In the following, with regard to the use case, we will focus on challenges, feedback
and progression. Playing a game confronts the player with a certain uncertainty and
suspense. The mastering of tasks in increasing levels of difficulty pose a challenge for
users. The intrinsic motivation, especially of ambitious players but also of those players
with a weak ambition, is affected by cognitive challenges. Feedback, which is bounded
to the need for recognition, is another motivating mechanism. Other than challenge,
feedback is affecting the extrinsic motivation. It enables the recipient to reflect and
contextualize its own work. This way, feedback supports the learning progress and
motivates the player at the same time. Progression, too, is supporting the reflection of
performance. Progression in serious games can be adapted in different contexts. On the
one hand, it may be used in form of a progress bar which shows the achieved but also
the forthcoming efforts. On the other hand, it can be applied in form of a curve that
illustrates skill improvements and achieved mile stones. This way, gaming mechanisms
like feedback and progress impart a feeling of competence and positively affect self-
reported learning outcomes [29]. All three components, challenge, progression and
feedback, positively affect users motivation and are therefore appropriate mechanics for
Serious Game in a corporate context.

4 Use Case

Yeepa is a serious gaming solution designed to create an innovative digital learning
approach, which allows for an integration of a group level instead of focusing on the
individual player only. The key element of Yeepa is a quiz. The players are answering
multiple choice questions individually, however, the analysation is done on a group basis
– with direct feedback after every game – including supervision to improve players’
knowledge. The playful quiz atmosphere promotes motivation by creating fun and
challenge which may lead to a will to repetition. Every repetition leads to progres‐
sion. In order to evaluate the benefits users derive by playing Yeepa, the solution has
been implemented into two settings. In context of the German national IT summit, school
kids on the one hand and IT-experts on the other hand were invited to play Yeepa,
answering questions about online safety and data security. Within a defined time frame
of one week altogether 4000 pupils played a pool of 160 questions taken from ECDL
(European Computer Driving License). On the whole, 400.000 questions where played
which allowed for a psychometric calibration by using the Rasch model [30]. This way,
43 questions/items with a valid balance of knowledge competence and probability of
success could be identified. These questions built the basis for the Yeepa game, played
by IT-experts during the IT summit.

The results of all players where analyzed by use of the so-called Yeepa Index. Next
to the probability of success, validated on basis of a psychometric analysis, the Yeepa
Index calculates with a score that weights the degree of difficulty of every item. The
Yeepa Index allows for a comparison of results within and between groups and topics.
Additionally, progression analysis with regard to time can be done.

The surprising result that every category was dominated by the pupils, strengthens
the argument of knowledge progression through repetition, because the pupils got much
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more time to improve their knowledge (pupils more than one week, IT experts only one
day). Further the result shows the impact of digital social learning. These results do not
directly lead to obvious problems in order to start the next loop of design research.
Therefore, we analyzed the different settings, including the new one, where Yeepa
should be implemented, as a cross case analysis (see Table 2) [16]. Part of the analysis
is the comparison of network type of the implementation setting. The topology of
network type originate from computer science [31], but can be also be applied for the
social game setting. Next we will describe the most important in short. Mesh networks
are networks, where every system user is directly connected to another user, so every‐
body know each other. A star network is a network, where all participants are connected
to one central hub (the initiator), and do not know each other. A hierarchical network
have multiple groups connected to one hub, these hubs can also be connected to a
subordinated hub. All of these network types have implications on knowledge transfer
and social embedment. While “hub-based” network needs a coordination of the knowl‐
edge through this hub (increased control mechanisms), mesh networks can share and
distribute knowledge much more independently (less control possible).

Table 2. Cross-case analysis serious gaming in enterprises

School Summit Enterprise
Network type Mesh networks No or Star network Hierarchical or Mesh

networks
Networking origin Social group Randomized Project or

Departments
Network focus Learning Exploring Business
Game focus Instruction Fun Instruction
Interaction rate High Raw High
Themes Static theme Static theme Dynamic themes
Guidance Teacher Administrator Supervisor, Cross-

domain or
Intergenerational
expert

The network type is very important, because motivation comes not only from the
challenge, it is also about social embedment of the challenge – the networking origin.
Further, the interaction rate may support the will for repetition. While in school, social
group-based and highly interactive mesh networks created good results, the randomized
networks or little star networks on the IT summit with very raw interactions had prob‐
lems to keep up. Another important difference between the given settings and enterprises
are the themes. While in school and on summit, the theme was static given by an admin‐
istrator, knowledge exchange in enterprises is highly dynamic – given by supervisors,
cross-domain and intergenerational experts.

Now we got a clear vision of what the digital social gaming tool Yeepa can handle.
Knowledge creation within social group-based networks which concentrate on learning,
with a high interaction rate and static themes set by an administrator, seems to be a very
fruitful setting. In contrast, a randomized setting, including no networks or small star
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networks, with raw interactions, where the actors focus on other things, are not very
sufficient. Changing the conditions means to change the impact of the artefact. Analysis
of the conditions leads to a problem description and first requirements for an artefact of
digital social learning as part of the ESN:

1. How to strengthen motivation of hierarchical or star-networks?
2. How to combine network focus and serious gaming in order to enhance motivation

for knowledge exchange and training?
3. How to implement dynamic themes within the given context (1&2)?

The motivation and the willingness to repetition of the employee are the key factors
for a successful learning. Also, social distance in hierarchical or star-networks which is
quite higher than in mesh networks seems to be an important factor of motivation1.
Further, compatibility of employee’s needs, business goals and gaming theme need more
consideration in order to apply the solution within ESN. While, Yeepa already supports
the user in the generation of new content, so far, the corresponding process is time-
consuming and not compatible with daily business. Thus, the main problem, we may
focus on is the knowledge creation process in Yeepa within ESN.

5 Summary and Further Work

The paper concludes with two major results. Firstly, (1) we focus on methodological
clearness on design research iteration. Thus, we developed a framework, which
describes the main cases and their impacts on the research process. The developed
framework can be used as a guide for further iterations and the assessment of the impact
of the elaboration. Further work is needed to include this framework into common eval‐
uation methods as well as to establish novel methods which support the presented
framework. With the help of this foundational description, we implement, secondly, (2)
this process in order to develop novel problem descriptions, research questions and goals
for adapting serious gaming into ESN as a foundation CN. The main contributions of
the paper are the developed problem specifications and requirements for an artefact of
digital social learning as part of the ESN. This work is only the starting point for adapting
Yeepa to ESN contexts and evaluate its impacts. Therefore, new models and artefacts
are needed, which will be developed next – such as a knowledge discovering tools and
ESN adapter.
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